Introduction
Terrorism has become one of the most serious threats of the 21 st century, although the phenomenon has been known since antiquity. Over the centuries, both the objectives and manners of conducting terrorist activity changed.
Statistical presentation of terrorist attacks
It is undeniable, however, that currently attacks have the following main objectives:
• to glorify strength as the only method of political fight and the most effective one, • to show cruelty and lack of moral scruples in the actions taken, • to give rise to a widespread, strong sense of danger, • to gain publicity w mass media, • to execute political blackmail and enforce specific political acts or changes. [1] To support the above statement that terrorism is the most serious threat nowadays, below the statistics of terrorist attacks in 2015 are given. • hijacking a passenger plane or a different aircraft filled with fuel or explosives to destroy a particular object or attack civilians by hitting the target with the hijacked aircraft; • using an aircraft (crew-operated or robotic) as a transport means to drop (spray) toxic (chemical or biological) substances; • using an aircraft with a nuclear cargo or a "dirty bomb" to destroy an important object (e.g. a nuclear power plant or a dam) or contaminate an area. The threat of such an attack may only be minimised by careful controls of passengers and proper airport protection. A terrorist action on sea is another way to perform an attack. Marine areas have conditions favourable to performing such actions, due to e.g.:
• the depth of waters on sea communication routes which allows for planting bottom mines; • short time of icing (appearing practically only in the coastal zone), as icing disallows actions of terrorist groups using quick motor boats. Prevention of such actions consists mainly in having sea areas patrolled more intensively by naval units and by special anti-terrorist teams composed of special forces units. The last basic types of terrorist actions are attacks on land. They concern mostly such objects as:
• infrastructure facilities which are the seats of central or local government authorities; • other countries' diplomatic facilities; • critical infrastructure facilities (power plants, dams, important industrial plants, etc.); • army facilities;
• "soft facilities" (railway stations, subway, cinemas and theatres, mass transport means). One may also divide terrorist attacks by the means used to perform them. Some of the basic types of attacks are as follows:
• attack on assemblies of population, selected people or facilities using firearms or missiles;
• terrorist attacks in public places using explosives;
• hijacking or detaining means of public transport with passengers as hostages; • the use of own or stolen vehicle to drive into crowds of people -the newest method. According to the available statistics, bomb attacks are one of the most frequent forms of terrorist attacks. In the 1980s, bomb attacks made up as much as 67% of all attacks. That stems mainly from the following factors: the ease of planting explosives, relative ease of obtaining them, and the possibility to cause extensive damage. Moreover, the attackers do not have to be on site at the moment of the attack. The range of bomb attacks is extremely broad: from small bombs (or even dummy bombs) aimed at terrorising or killing an individual up to huge explosive charges meant to cause numerous casualties. It is also possible to use civil objects as bombs, such as tankers with flammables, oil carriers, or passenger planes with full fuel tanks. Also, numerous options exist as to placing explosives on the site of the attack (planted, placed in vehicles, sent by mail, as well as thrown into the target area). There are various ways to detonate them, as well (delay, cord, radio-activated and other fuses), including the fact that it is possible to combine several detonation manners to increase the probability of detonation and avoid disarming by bomb-disposal experts [5] . The statistics put attacks with the use of firearms at the second place. In most cases, guns are used for attacks on a limited scale, although there were cases of attacks with the use of firearms with many casualties. Terrorists usually prefer handguns (pistols and revolvers) and small machine guns, sometimes also assault rifles. Other kinds of guns are sometimes used, like assault or machine guns, but those cause difficulties in covert transport. In the recent years, hostage situations have become a mass phenomenon. Taking hostages allows not only to publicise one's own cause, but also to gain direct concessions of the authorities (access to the media, freeing prisoners, etc.). Three types of hostage situations can be defined:
• kidnapping an individual;
• abducting vehicles (planes, buses, ships);
• seizing stationary facilities. Beside the above-listed forms of terrorist attacks, there can be other, less frequent and/or typical ones. Those include activities which consist in instigating riots in jails or in the streets and similar actions. As a rule, beside the terrorists themselves they engage large groups of people loosely connected to the terrorists. The pie chart below presents manners of performing terrorist attacks in 2015. Particularly frequent targets were police officers and soldiers, as that gave the fight a more guerrilla-like nature, and allowed the attackers to feel true fighters rather than terrorists. As a matter of fact, in many cases the terrorist attacks were indeed only part of guerrilla-type fights. Sometimes, the combat turned into regular wars. In that situation, terrorists soon changed their manner of action and instead of killing, kidnapped their targets, following the experiences of South American guerrillas. That required greater skill and a more extensive logistic base, yet the results were much more promising. In exchange for the hostage, a whole group of jailed terrorists could be freed. What was more, successful kidnapping of a relatively well-known figure of political or economic life held the attention of public opinion for a longer time -for several days, the media would almost non-stop cover not just the action itself, but also the objectives of the group behind it. The fate of one or more hostages, held by terrorists and remaining at their mercy, would be the number-one topic in the media for a while [7] . The dominating method of the 1970s was bomb attacks, often aimed at civilians. It ought to be noted, however, that it was a difficult method to apply. In the 1970s, bombs usually consisted of several dynamite sticks and fuses, stolen from construction sites or quarries and linked to common alarm clocks. Such a construction was dangerous not only to the potential target, but also to the attacker. Later, thanks to modern explosive materials received from rich sponsors, that danger was gradually reduced. After suitable training, terrorists used professional equipment and weapons just as well as the army did. It is thus no wonder that in the European separatist terrorism of 1960s and 70s, violence was mainly used against the security forces of the attacked states, and to a much lesser extent against civilians. Attacks were performed mainly with the use of two methods: planting bombs and hijacking. A method introduced to terrorism by the Palestinian movement was plane hijacking. It became a true plague between the 1960s and 70s. Some of the hijacking actions had very spectacular dimensions. That method -in various variants -was also followed by other terrorist groups. As a result, in 1969-1972 as many as 286 hijacks occurred. Plane hijacking was soon commonly deemed an effective method, as the accompanying drama forced authorities to make concessions. Relatively high numbers of victims and their unknown fate gave such actions longer attention and publicity than even the most successful (from the terrorists' points of view) bomb attacks or shootings. Introducing suicide attacks marked another milestone in the development of terrorism. First of all, such an idea facilitated planning. Hiding the charge allowed a terrorist to come close to the target without much problem, almost unnoticed. Also, when preparing the attack it was not necessary to be concerned with planning an escape route. An additional benefit of suicide attacks is their extremely powerful impact on outside observers. Suicide terrorist attacks are performed in various manners. Poorer local groups usually send out individual terrorists with special belts filled with TNT and metal pieces. Strictly religious terrorism, which has more extensive opportunities, most frequently uses cars filled with explosives. Such attacks were at first aimed at carefully selected objects -checkpoints, embassies, barracks, and the people they held. Then in order to increase the impact, random objects and civilian targets were chosen more and more frequently. The climax of such actions was undoubtedly the attacks of September 11, 2001. They became for many a proof of the radical changes occurring in terrorism. The previously dominating moderation, expressed in choosing methods of a maximum effect with a minimum of casualties, was replaced with "total terrorism", aimed at killing the greatest possible numbers. Today's religious terrorists use a far broader range of methods than their rightwing predecessors. Beside the abovementioned suicide attacks, a significant number of attacks involve kidnapping, yet different from what has been seen before. The aim of such kidnappings is not so much money or other immediate benefits, but terror. Those kidnappings turn into prolonged series of murders. One of the elements are maximalist demands which are impossible to meet, and brutal executions of hostages after the ultimatum's deadline. An integral part of that method is publishing films from those executions online. One of the most recent manners of performing terrorist attacks consists in hijacking a truck and then ramming the vehicle into crowds of people.
The first attack using a car was executed by Mohammed Reza Taheri-azar, who in March 2009 drove into a crowd of students on the campus of the University of North Carolina, injuring nine people. Another such attack occurred in 2009 in the Netherlands. During a parade including the Dutch Royal Family, Karst Roeland Tates drove his car into the parade participants. Before his death he stated he had wanted to kill the Queen. After that attack, in 2010 the US Department of Homeland Security issued a warning concerning that new method of performing terrorist attacks. According to experts, such attacks are easy to execute wherever there are crowds, e.g. during national holidays or sports events. The Americans warned that terrorists needed no special training for such an attack, neither did they need to obtain firearms or explosives. In October 2014, Martin Couture-Rouleau, an Islam convert, rammed into two soldiers in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Canada, killing one and causing serious injury to the other one. The perpetrator was shot after a police chase. In that same month, Abdel-Rahman Shaloudi rammed his car into a train station in Israel, killing a three-month-old baby and a 22-year-old tourist from Ecuador. Other attacks of the kind took place in France in December 2014 -in Dijon and Nantes -when men yelling "Allahu Akbar" rammed into crowds. The authorities stated, however, that those men suffered from mental illnesses and had no contact to terrorist organisations. On the 14 th July 2016, a fast-driven truck rammed into crowds celebrating Bastille Day in Nice. The terrorist killed people as he drove through the promenade. 84 were killed, with over 200 injured. The victims included French citizens and foreigners, also many children. Two Poles were also killed. The events in Nice showed that a car can become an instrument of terror. Using a vehicle to attack people has become much of a standard in terrorist activities. On the 19 th December 2016, another such terrorist attack occurred in Berlin. A truck with Polish number plates was driven into the Christmas market in the city centre. The attack killed 11 people in the Christmas market and the driver of the Polish truck, who was probably shot by the terrorist. About 50 others were injured.
Conclusions
To sum up, the very rational choice of terrorist methods needs to be stressed. Quite contrary to common opinion, a definite majority of such groups try to adapt their activities to the canons of their environment. Fearing loss of support, they do not usually choose forms which could provide true shock to the public opinion in their country or region. A specific conservatism of terrorists is also noticeable. The phenomenon itself is definitely undergoing a revolution, yet within the last century and a half, it has changed much less than other combat strategies. As a matter of fact, the perpetrators go back to the "same old" methods -bomb attacks, kidnappings, assassinations -and only diversify them in some way in order to draw public attention. The "modernisation" of terrorism consists thus mainly in seeking new scenarios, as well as in growing brutality and more and more frequent breaking of a taboo. The modernity (or post-modernity) of the newest wave of terrorism paradoxically finds expression in using more and more primitive means, like swords, axes, or poisons. That same tendency is also shown by more direct contact of terrorists with their victims than there was in the 1970s. Those tendencies are quite contrary to what can be observed in classical battlefields, where smart weapons allow increasing distance and keeping the victims anonymous. The coming years will certainly bring new methods of executing terrorist attacks, although everyone hopes that the fight against terrorism will finally bring the desired outcomes.
